Abstract-The strength of synapses between auditory nerve (AN) fibers and ventral cochlear nucleus (VCN) neurons is an important factor in determining the nature of neural integration in VCN neurons of different response types. Synaptic strength was analyzed using cross-correlation of spike trains recorded simultaneously from an AN fiber and a VCN neuron in anesthetized cats. VCN neurons were classified as chopper, primarylike, and onset using previously defined criteria, although onset neurons usually were not analyzed because of their low discharge rates. The correlograms showed an excitatory peak (EP), consistent with monosynaptic excitation, in AN-VCN pairs with similar best frequencies (49% 24/49 of pairs with best frequencies within ؎5%). Chopper and primarylike neurons showed similar EPs, except that the primarylike neurons had shorter latencies and shorter-duration EPs. Large EPs consistent with end bulb terminals on spherical bushy cells were not observed, probably because of the low probability of recording from one. The small EPs observed in primarylike neurons, presumably spherical bushy cells, could be derived from small terminals that accompany end bulbs on these cells. EPs on chopper or primarylike-withnotch neurons were consistent with the smaller synaptic terminals on multipolar and globular bushy cells. Unexpectedly, EPs were observed only at sound levels within about 20 dB of threshold, showing that VCN responses to steady tones shift from a 1:1 relationship between AN and VCN spikes at low sound levels to a more autonomous mode of firing at high levels. In the high level mode, the pattern of output spikes seems to be determined by the properties of the postsynaptic spike generator rather than the input spike patterns. The EP amplitudes did not change significantly when the presynaptic spike was preceded by either a short or long interspike interval, suggesting that synaptic depression and facilitation have little effect under the conditions studied here.
The definition of neuron types in the cochlear nucleus by Osen (1969) was a seminal observation for research on this nucleus. In the ventral cochlear nucleus (VCN), the differentiation of spherical and globular bushy cells and their distinction from a heterogeneous population of multipolar cells provided the basic model for the VCN that was elaborated over subsequent years. In this model, the VCN consists of parallel systems of different neuron types, each innervated by auditory nerve (AN) fibers of all best frequencies (BFs) (Osen, 1970b) .
As knowledge of the differences in innervation patterns (Osen, 1970a; Cant, 1992) and postsynaptic membrane properties (Oertel, 1983; Manis and Marx, 1991) of VCN neurons accumulated, functional models of neural integration in each parallel pathway were developed. Bushy cells participate in secure synapses with AN fibers so as to provide precise temporal information about AN spike times for the analysis of interaural time difference in the superior olivary complex (e.g. Joris and Yin, 2007; Joris and Smith, in press ). Multipolar neurons temporally integrate the activity of AN fibers to provide a stable and robust representation of stimulus spectrum (e.g. Blackburn and Sachs, 1990) . Critical to these models was the identification of primarylike (pri) neural response patterns with bushy cells and chopper response patterns with multipolar cells (Rhode et al., 1983; Rhode, 1987, 1989; Ostapoff et al., 1994; Rhode, in press) .
Computational studies identified the strength of the synapses made by AN fibers on VCN neurons as an important variable in determining their response properties (Molnar and Pfeiffer, 1968; Rothman et al., 1993; Hewitt and Meddis, 1993; Joris et al., 1994) . Although postsynaptic properties determine the basic features of VCN responses (Banks and Sachs, 1991; Arle and Kim, 1991; Wang and Sachs, 1995; Rothman and Manis, 2003) including phase locking, regularity, and peri-stimulus time (PST) histograms, these properties are strongly modulated by the degree of convergence of AN inputs and their synaptic strengths.
There has been no direct study of the functional strength of synapses between AN fibers and VCN neurons in vivo. This information can be obtained from studies of the cross-correlation of spike trains of simultaneously recorded AN fibers and VCN neurons, which is reported here. Cross-correlation has been used in the auditory system to work out neural circuits (Voigt and Young, 1990) , to analyze the ensemble representation of stimuli (deCharms and Merzenich, 1996; Eggermont, 2006) , to analyze temporal features of the responses to sound (Louage et al., 2005) , and to analyze the organization of projections from one level of the system to the next (Miller et al., 2001) . Because the organization of AN synapses on CN neurons is relatively simple and much is known about it, it is pos-*Corresponding author. Tel: ϩ1-410-955-3164; fax: ϩ1-410-955-1299. E-mail address: eyoung@jhu.edu (E. D. Young) . Abbreviations: AN, auditory nerve; BF, best frequency; CM, central mound; DCN, dorsal cochlear nucleus; EP, excitatory peak; EPSC, excitatory postsynaptic current; EPSP, excitatory postsynaptic potential; pri, primarylike; pri-N, primarylike-with-notch; PST, peri-stimulus time; VCN, ventral cochlear nucleus. sible to interpret the results of cross-correlation at this synapse with some certainty, as opposed to the difficulties posed by unknown circuits in other parts of the auditory system.
Here we show that the cross-correlograms of AN fibers and VCN neurons have the expected properties of short duration, short latency excitatory effects that are tonotopic. Little effect of short-term plasticity was observed. However, cross-correlation was observed only at low sound levels, which raises new questions about the modes of integration of AN activity by VCN neurons at high sound levels.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Two types of experiment were done using similar preparations: 1) simultaneous recordings from pairs of AN fibers (AN/AN experiments, four cats); 2) simultaneous recordings from AN fibers and VCN neurons (AN/VCN experiments, 14 cats). All surgical and experimental procedures were approved by the Johns Hopkins Animal Care and Use Committee; procedures are in compliance with the U.S. Animal Welfare Act and with Public Health Service policies. Every effort was made to minimize the number of animals used and their suffering.
Surgical preparation and electrodes
Cats were given atropine (0.03 mg/kg i.m.) to control secretions and anesthetized with ketamine (30 -40 mg/kg i.m.). A tracheotomy was performed and a venous cannula was inserted. Anesthesia was maintained by sodium pentobarbital (Ϸ3 mg/kg/h i.v., as necessary to maintain areflexia). The cat's temperature was maintained at 39°C with a feedback-controlled heating pad. Lactated Ringer's was injected i.v. to prevent dehydration. The bulla was vented with a length of small-bore polyethylene tubing to prevent buildup of static pressure in the middle ear.
The skull over the cerebellum was removed and retraction and aspiration of the cerebellum were used to expose the cochlear nucleus. Gentle traction on the cerebellum and small cotton balls placed against the dorsal cochlear nucleus (DCN) were used to expose the AN at the internal meatus. For AN recording, micropipettes filled with 3 M NaCl were used (10 -30 M⍀ impedance); for VCN recording, platinum-iridium electrodes were used. Only wellisolated single neurons were studied. In the AN/AN experiments, two micropipettes were placed in the AN in close proximity (Ͻ1 mm) in a medial-lateral orientation, so that they might intercept the same bundles of fibers and thus record from fibers with similar BFs. In the AN/VCN experiments the pipette was placed in the nerve and the metal electrode in the VCN. Histology was done in nine of the AN/VCN experiments to locate the electrode tracks. All were in the VCN.
For recording, the cat was placed in a soundproofed chamber. The closed acoustic system was coupled to the ear through a 13 cm ear bar and was calibrated in situ with a probe tube placed at the mouth of the ear bar.
Data acquisition
In experiments involving the VCN, a neuron was isolated on the CN electrode and held while a succession of AN fibers was isolated and studied. Generally it was possible to hold CN neurons for periods of up to an hour or two, whereas AN isolation lasted typically Ͻ15 min. We attempted to find fibers with BFs similar to the VCN neuron. The AN/AN experiments were conducted similarly, except that both neurons were in the AN. When a neuron was isolated on one electrode, its BF and threshold were determined manually, as the frequency at which a rate response could be detected at the lowest sound level. The spontaneous rate class (low, medium, or high) of AN fibers was determined by counting spontaneous spikes over a period of a few s; low spontaneous rates are below 1/s, medium are between 1 and 20/s, and high are above 20/s. For VCN neurons, data for a PST histogram of responses to BF tones at 20 -30 dB above threshold were taken (50 ms bursts, 1.6 ms rise/fall, presented once per 500 ms, 200 -300 repetitions).
Cross-correlation data consisted of 50 s long periods of spontaneous discharge or discharge driven by a steady tone. Because stimulus-driven rate fluctuations produce artifacts in cross-correlation analysis, as discussed below, the emphasis was on obtaining data at steady discharge rates. Spontaneous activity was used if the rate was sufficient to give enough spikes for the analysis. If a stimulus was presented, it was turned on 10 s before the 50 s data acquisition period was started, to minimize the amount of rate adaptation. If a tone was presented, its frequency was usually set to the BF of the AN fiber in order to emphasize that fiber's contribution to the VCN neuron. As is shown below, significant correlation was only seen at sound levels near threshold, so stimuli were first set a few dB above threshold. If the pair of neurons was held long enough, the stimulus level was raised in 2-10 dB steps until no cross-correlation was seen in an online cross-correlogram. The 50 s data acquisition periods were repeated for each stimulus until the presence or absence of a significant feature in the cross-correlogram was clear (typically 1000 -10,000 spikes in both neurons).
In a few cases, broadband frozen (i.e. periodic) noise was used as the stimulus. The noise had an approximately flat spectrum with a bandwidth of 50 kHz and a period of 1 s.
Cross-correlation analysis
The cross-correlogram is an estimate of the rate of spiking in the presumed postsynaptic neuron (the VCN neuron) as a function of time preceding and following spikes in the presumed presynaptic neuron (the AN fiber), called the reference neuron below. Here, spike times were recorded with a time resolution hϭ0.1 ms, which sets the basic binning of the data. The cross-correlogram x(k) was computed with a bin resolution bϭ3, corresponding to an actual bin width bhϭ0.3 ms, as follows:
where the notation #[ . ] means the number of events of the type described within the brackets and a spike is "in bin i " if the spike occurs at a time in (ih, (iϩ1)h). A-spikes are spikes of the reference neuron, B-spikes belong to the other neuron, and N A is the number of A-spikes. Essentially Eqn. 1 corresponds to computing a series of PST histograms for the B neuron centered on the A-spikes and then averaging those histograms. The units of x(k) are spikes/s.
If A and B discharge independently, x(k) should fluctuate around R B , the average discharge rate of the B neuron. However, rate trends in the data, caused usually by adaptation to an acoustic stimulus, cause the mean value of x(k) to deviate from R B . The effect is small here because stimuli were close to threshold. Because the rate trend is very slow compared with the important features of correlograms (described below), it produces a broad elevation in the correlogram, which appears as a constant offset over the time interval analyzed. For this reason, the mean value of x(k) is used here as the null value of the correlogram instead of R B .
For analysis, significant features are considered to be sequences of two or more successive bins of x(k) that deviate from the mean value by Ն2 standard deviations. For computing the mean and standard deviation, an iterative process was used in which statistics were computed for bins lying outside features (deviations from the mean of Ͻ2 standard deviations), then the features were redefined, and the process was repeated. Usually this process converged on a fixed number of bins after one to two iterations.
Usually cross-correlograms are interpreted with reference to a correlogram predictor which is a correlogram in which the spikes of one neuron are delayed by an integral number of cycles of any stimulus that is present. In this work, the stimuli are continuous, so a predictor is not relevant, except for the pairs studied with a frozen noise stimulus. In that case, the predictor was computed as the cross-correlogram of the PST histograms of the two neurons to one cycle of the frozen noise stimulus.
VCN neuron classification
VCN neurons were classified according to the usual scheme based on PST histogram shapes (Blackburn and Sachs, 1989) . Neurons were classed as either choppers, pris, or onset neurons. The chop-S (regular) and chop-T (irregular) subtypes of choppers and the strict primarylike and primarylike-with-notch (pri-N) subtypes of primarylike (pri) neurons were recognized, although significant differences related to the subtypes were not found. Because onset neurons produce little or no steady discharge to tones and have no spontaneous activity, they were usually not studied, and subtypes of onset neurons were not identified.
The criteria for classification were similar to the decision tree of Blackburn and Sachs (1989) , emphasizing the following: 1) PST histogram shape; 2) regularity of discharge; and 3) first spike latency. Classification data were usually available at 20 -30 dB re threshold. In classifying a neuron, all properties were considered simultaneously. In some neurons with high discharge rates, the PST histogram shape and regularity can be equivocal. All neurons become regular at high rates because of refractoriness and pri neurons can produce what appears to be very rapid chopping, again because of refractoriness. In these cases latency was the deciding factor. Fig. 1 shows a scatter plot of minimum first spike latency versus BF for all VCN neurons encountered, showing neurons classed as choppers, pris, and onsets with different symbols. Note that choppers have reliably longer latencies (ϳ1 ms) than pri and onset neurons.
Latency data were obtained for a small number of AN fibers. The AN minimum latency was reliably shorter than the latency of simultaneously studied CN neurons or of adjacent CN neurons in the same track, by 0.74 ms for pri neurons (mean of Nϭ21, range 0.06 -1.61, S.D. 0.33) and by 1.13 ms for choppers Nϭ14, range 0.5-3.16, S.D. 0.65). A complicating factor with AN latencies is that the bandwidth of the AN head stage amplifier (but not the CN amplifier) varied considerably depending on the degree of adjustment of its capacitance neutralization, which changed as the properties of the micropipette changed through a track. Empirically, the range of maladjustment could delay AN spike latencies by up to 0.5 ms.
RESULTS

Examples of cross-correlograms
For two independent neurons, the cross-correlogram should scatter around a null value equal to R B , the average rate of the non-reference neuron. Deviations of the cross-correlogram from the null value result from direct or indirect interactions between the neurons. Direct interactions include monosynaptic excitatory or inhibitory interactions, which lead to short-latency peaks or troughs in the cross-correlogram, usually lasting only a few ms ( Fig. 2A ; Moore et al., 1970) ; only excitatory peaks (EPs) were seen here. The indirect interactions are correlated rate changes in two neurons produced by a shared stimulus or by common synaptic input from other neurons. These produce a symmetric peak in the cross-correlogram centered near zero delay with a width comparable to the temporal extent of the interaction (Fig. 2B) .
The cross-correlogram in Fig. 2A shows an EP (shaded) between an AN fiber (the reference, presumed presynaptic) and a VCN chopper neuron. The EP is an elevation in the discharge probability of the presumed postsynaptic (VCN) neuron immediately following spikes in the reference (AN) neuron. This is the feature expected of a monosynaptic excitatory synapse, and EPs are interpreted in that way here. The peak is characterized by a short latency, consistent with a synaptic delay, a rapid rise and a somewhat longer decay. In AN-VCN pairs, EPs had latencies of 0.46Ϯ0.29 ms on average and durations of 2.14Ϯ0.99 ms (meanϮS.D.).
The area under the EP, shaded in Fig. 2A , is called the effectiveness (Levick et al., 1972) ; it corresponds to the average number of extra spikes in the presumed postsynaptic neuron following each spike in the reference neuron. The effectiveness is a measure of the functional strength of the interaction.
Fig . 2B shows a cross-correlogram of the spike trains of two AN fibers responding to a frozen noise stimulus. The correlogram contains a central mound (CM), an approximately symmetric elevation centered on the ordinate. A CM is expected in cases where the two neurons are firing in a correlated fashion due to shared synaptic input or (as in this case) in response to a stimulus. The nature of CM is made clear by the correlogram predictor plotted as the dashed line. This is a cross-correlogram computed with a delay of one period of the frozen noise. It thus captures the -N) , and onset categories, as shown in the legend. Minimum latency is the latency at which the histogram of first-spikes during a tone burst first deviates from spontaneous activity. The latencies have not been corrected for a 0.55 ms acoustic delay in the sound system (Young et al., 1988) . Solid and dashed lines are vertically shifted versions of the AN group delay function defined by Goldstein et al. (1971) 
where G is the delay in ms and f BF is the BF in kHz. The vertical shift is 0.55 ms (solid line), corresponding to the acoustic delay, and 1.55 ms (dashed line). The dashed line separates pri and chopper neurons, except for a few cases. In those cases, the classification was unequivocal based on the PST histogram and regularity. correlation induced by the responses to the noise without showing direct interactions between the neurons. In this case, the predictor and cross-correlogram are almost identical, showing that the CM is due to the similar responses of the two fibers (which had similar BFs) to the stimulus.
When frozen noise was used as the stimulus, a CM was observed for all AN/AN neuron pairs with BFs close enough that the neurons' frequency tuning overlapped. For AN/CN pairs, a CM was also observed with frozen noise, but it was shifted to positive delays, consistent with the longer latency of the CN neuron. These results are expected because the neurons were responding to the envelope of the narrowband noise that results from cochlear filtering of the frozen noise signal. Thus, any two neurons with similar BFs would have correlated rate changes, because of the shared stimulus components in overlapping portions of their frequency response areas. These rate changes are evident in PST histograms of the neurons' responses to the noise (not shown). Of course, such correlograms are not useful in inferring properties of neural connections, and those data are not considered further. Spontaneous activity and continuous tones do not produce such shared rate fluctuations, because they have no envelope or a flat envelope, and so should not produce this artifactual correlation.
Frequency extent of interaction
The cross-correlograms of AN/CN pairs are most simply interpreted if the AN fibers discharge independently of one another. If, for example, the AN fibers connected to the same hair cell (Liberman, 1980) discharged in a correlated fashion, then a cross-correlogram feature observed between one of those fibers and a CN neuron could have been produced by an anatomical connection between any of the fibers and the CN neuron. Pairs of AN fibers were tested for cross-correlation using spontaneous and toneevoked spike trains; tone-driven activity was included only for tones above 3 kHz to reduce the effects of phase locking (Johnson and Kiang, 1976) . No significant features were seen in the cross-correlograms of 23 AN/AN pairs. A histogram of the ratios of the BFs of these pairs is shown in Fig. 3A . Because correlation is most likely in pairs with similar BFs, the electrodes were manipulated to equate the BFs of the two fibers of a pair whenever possible. Most pairs had BFs within 20%. One additional AN/AN pair with equal BFs (ϳ8.46 kHz) showed a one-bin-wide apparent CM for spontaneous activity. However, the CM was not repeatable in three repetitions of the data acquisition and it was judged to be a statistical anomaly. The lack of correlation in pairs of fibers with BF ratios between 0.8 and 1 is consistent with similar results from Johnson and Kiang (1976) who report no significant correlation in about 15 pairs with similar BF ratios (their Fig. 9) .
The cross-correlograms of AN/CN pairs were either featureless or showed EPs. With two exceptions, EPs were observed only for pairs with BF ratios (AN/CN) between 0.85 and 1.15 (Fig. 3C ). Fig. 3B shows the BF ratios of uncorrelated pairs. Again, the focus was on pairs with similar BFs, but pairs were tested over a wide enough BF range that it is clear that EPs are confined to nearly-equal BF pairs. In fact, the probability of EP occurrence in pairs with BF ratios within 0.95-1.05 (the central bin in Fig. 3B  and 3C ) was significantly different from the probability in pairs with larger or smaller BF ratios (chi-square, PϽ10 Ϫ6 ); the same was true of pairs with BF ratios between 0.85-1.15, the central three bins. (shaded) is an EP; the effectiveness is the area between the mean correlogram value (middle horizontal line) and the peak over the time range defined by the first zero crossings moving away from the center of the feature. In this case, effectivenessϭ0.073. The BFs were 9.5 (AN) and 9.88 (CN) kHz. The stimulus was a continuous tone of 9.5 kHz, 4 dB SPL, ϳ5 dB re threshold for the AN fiber and 10 dB re threshold for the CN neuron. (B) The solid line shows a cross-correlogram of two AN fibers, with the same parameters as in A. The fibers have BFs 4.24 and 4.38 kHz, both high spontaneous rate, and the stimulus is a frozen noise approximately 15 dB above threshold; the dotted line shows a correlogram predictor with a 1 s shift, equal to one cycle of the frozen noise stimulus. The peak centered on zero is a CM, consistent with correlation induced by the stimulus.
EPs are smaller at higher sound levels
Data were taken with spontaneous activity whenever possible and then over a range of sound levels beginning a few dB above threshold. Usually EPs could only be observed at sound levels within about 20 -30 dB of threshold. Fig. 4 shows an example for a chopper neuron. The PST histogram of the VCN neuron is shown in Fig. 4A , showing clear chopping. Three cross-correlograms with significant EPs are shown in Figs. 4B-4D for tones at the BF of the AN fiber at various levels re threshold (2-12 dB). The effectiveness declines at the highest level tested. The neurons were not held long enough to test at a higher level.
Similar data for a pri-N neuron are shown in Fig. 5 . In this case, data were taken with spontaneous activity (Fig.  5B) and for tone-driven activity at 4, 9, and 14 dB re the AN threshold (Fig. 5C-5E ). Again effectiveness declines with level for levels above threshold. Indeed, it is not clear that the correlogram in Fig. 5E actually has an EP, and the effectiveness is computed over the same range used for the other correlograms (0.1-2.5 ms).
Comparison of Figs. 4 and 5 shows that the latencies and durations of the EPs are longer for the chopper than the pri neuron, which was a consistent finding. Latencies were measured at the first sharp rise in the EP, but only for EPs like Figs. 4B, 4C, 5C, and 5D that had clear onsets. The latencies were 0.63Ϯ0.30 ms (meanϮS.D.) for 16 chopper neurons and 0.31Ϯ0.19 ms for 18 pri neurons (Pϳ0.002, rank sum test). Durations of the EPs were also different, 2.66Ϯ0.90 ms for choppers and 1.68Ϯ0.55 ms for pri neurons (PϽ0.001, rank sum test).
The decrease in the functional strength of the EP is shown for the whole population in Fig. 6 . A and C of this figure show effectiveness plotted against the sound level. A second measure, contribution, is plotted in B and D; contribution is the area of the EP in a cross-correlogram computed with the VCN neuron as the reference. It is thus the average number of times a spike in the presumed postsynaptic neuron is preceded by a spike in the AN fiber under study, and so it is the average contribution of the AN fiber to a spike in the VCN neuron. Because the crosscorrelograms obtained with the two choices of reference neuron are the same except for the normalization (N A in the denominator of Eqn. 1), contribution is related to effectiveness by the ratio N AN /N VCN . The two measures convey slightly different aspects of neural interactions, but do not differ dramatically here because N AN /N VCN ϳ1 in most cases. Fig. 6 shows that EP features were observed in crosscorrelograms only within about 20 dB of the AN threshold (and at similar levels for the VCN neurons because thresholds are about the same). Sometimes data were taken at higher sound levels, but there were no significant features in the cross-correlograms so those data do not appear in Fig. 6 . Thus even though a VCN neuron responds strongly to the stimulus at sound levels Ͼ20 dB above threshold, the relationship of single AN and VCN spikes, as it is revealed in the cross-correlogram, is lost.
The dependence of correlation on sound level raises the question of the effects of low and medium spontaneous rate fibers with higher thresholds. In one model of cochlear nucleus processing, it was hypothesized that responses of VCN neurons would shift from being dominated by high spontaneous rate (low threshold) AN fibers at low sound levels to low spontaneous rate (high threshold) fibers at high sound levels (Lai et al., 1994) . However, the present The abscissa shows the ratio of the lower to the higher BF and the histogram is repeated (shaded) on the right for comparison with parts B and C. The spontaneous rate categories of the fibers are indicated by the shading, as identified by the labels. The one unidentified box in the 0.9 -1 bin (dotted) is for a pair of medium spontaneous rate neurons. In cases where tone-driven activity was used, the tone frequency was above 3 kHz. (B) Ratios of the BFs (AN/CN) of all AN-VCN pairs in which all cross-correlograms showed no features. Correlograms were based on spontaneous rates whenever possible. The VCN response type is indicated by the shading. The black boxes near the abscissa are onset neurons in which enough spikes could be gathered to compute cross-correlograms. (C) Ratios of the BFs of AN-VCN pairs in which EPs were observed in at least one crosscorrelogram. Shading is the same as in B.
data provide no support for this hypothesis. The likelihood, as a function of sound level, of observing an EP in a cross-correlogram appears to be the same for all three spontaneous rate groups (not shown). In fact, because low spontaneous rate fibers have high thresholds, they were mainly tested at levels substantially above the threshold of the VCN neuron (median 22 dB re CN threshold), levels at which medium and high spontaneous rate fibers show small or no significant features. Only one cross-correlogram (1/28) containing a low spontaneous rate fiber showed a significant EP (at 13 dB re the threshold of the primarylike CN neuron).
Interspike interval conditioning
The cross-correlogram measures a direct effect of individual AN spikes on spikes in the VCN neuron. It is also possible to investigate second-order effects, meaning whether an AN spike is more or less effective if immediately preceded by another AN spike. Such effects might be expected, for example, because of short-term synaptic plasticity, either depression or facilitation (e.g. Xu et al., 2007) . Such effects would show up as changes in the effectiveness of the EP as a function of the interspike interval from the reference spike to the previous spike in the AN fiber. Large effects of this kind are seen in monosynaptic or disynaptic connections from retina to visual cortex (Kara and Reid, 2003) . Fig. 7A shows a conditional histogram in which the AN spikes used to construct the cross-correlogram were required to be preceded by another AN spike at an interval of 4 -8 ms, shown by the brackets just below the correlogram. The EP from the unconditioned cross-correlogram is shown shaded and the conditioned correlogram is shown by solid lines. The effect of the conditioning is evident at negative latencies (between about Ϫ6 and 0 ms) where the conditioned correlogram has a substantial elevation, reflecting the CN neuron's response to the first spike of the pair. The effect of the conditioning was to increase slightly the EP area in response to the second spike of the pair, from an effectiveness of about 0.088 in the unconditioned case to 0.099. The opposite effect is seen in Fig. 7B where the conditioning required that the AN spikes be preceded by no other AN spike for at least 8 ms. The effect of the conditioning in this case is a clear decrease in the correlogram at negative latencies and a reduction in the size of the EP, to an effectiveness of 0.066. Note that these effects are opposite to the effects expected from postsynaptic refractoriness, which should decrease the EP in Fig.  7A and increase it in Fig. 7B . They are thus consistent with weak presynaptic facilitation, increased in Fig. 7A and decreased in Fig. 7B .
The test shown in Fig. 7 could be done on 14 crosscorrelograms that had a sufficient number of presynaptic spikes to support conditioning and large enough EPs to allow small effects to be observed. No conditioning effects were seen in four cases in pri neurons and small effects like Fig. 7 were seen in 4 of 10 choppers. Thus the effects of spike conditioning are at best subtle under the conditions of this experiment.
DISCUSSION
General comments
The results of this paper show that AN fibers form short latency, rapidly acting excitatory synapses on VCN neurons. The connections are strongly tonotopic and can only be observed in a cross-correlogram for sound levels within about 20 dB of threshold (for steady-tone-driven or spontaneous activity). The EPs are similar for pri and chopper neurons, except that latencies and durations are shorter for pri neurons.
The duration of the EPs suggests that the AN-VCN synapse operates rapidly with a postsynaptic effect on spiking probability that lasts only about 1-4 ms. The EP should correspond roughly to the derivative of the excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) in the postsynaptic cell (Knox and Poppele, 1977 ) and therefore its duration should match the rise time of the EPSP or the duration of the current injected by the synapse (the excitatory postsynaptic current, EPSC). The glutamate receptors in VCN neurons are among the fastest known (Raman and Trussell, 1992; Gardner et al., 2001) , producing EPSCs that last only ϳ1 ms in VCN neurons, similar to VCN synaptic rise times with electrical stimulation of the AN (Paolini and Clark, 1998) . Thus the EPs are somewhat longer than expected from the intracellular data.
We assume that the EP represents a direct synaptic effect of the AN fiber on the VCN neuron. One possible alternative to this interpretation is that AN fibers discharge in a correlated way with other fibers of similar BF, and the EP represents the cumulative effect of a population of such correlated fibers on the VCN neuron. Two observations argue against this alternative interpretation. The first is that no such correlation between AN fibers was observed here, consistent with previous work by Johnson and Kiang (1976) . The second is that the EPs differ in important ways between spontaneous or tone-driven activity versus noisedriven activity. EPs in response to noise are observed in essentially all AN-VCN pairs with overlapping tuning, as opposed to 33-50% of the cases for spontaneous activity or tone-driven responses. Moreover, EPs of noise-driven responses decline with sound level much less than in Fig.  6 , with essentially no decline in choppers; for noise, EPs were observed at all levels tested up to 40 dB re threshold. The difference is that noise produces a stimulus-driven response of AN fibers to the envelope of the noise and this response is correlated across fibers with overlapping tuning (evident in PST histograms and correlogram predictors like Fig. 2B ). As a result, VCN neurons respond to the summated effect of the correlated AN inputs, which produces a postsynaptic membrane potential that is similar to the envelope of the noise and is also correlated with the AN fibers' spike rates. This behavior is not seen in spontaneous or tone-driven responses because the fibers discharge independently with no particular temporal pattern and the postsynaptic response has no particular temporal features. It is important to this argument that all the pairs studied here had BFs above 3 kHz, so there was little or no phase locking to tones.
A second alternative interpretation is that the EPs result from disynaptic EPSPs (Ferragamo et al., 1998) , say due to collaterals of T-stellate neurons (likely choppers) that distribute in VCN (Smith and Rhode, 1989; Oertel et al., 1990) . However the short latencies of the EPs observed here make a disynaptic circuit unlikely, and the direct AN-CN connection is a more parsimonious explanation.
Lack of short-term synaptic plasticity
The interval-conditioning analysis (Fig. 7) showed little effect of short-term synaptic plasticity. Whether such effects are expected is unclear. The calyx of Held synapses in the auditory brainstem do show synaptic depression and facilitation (reviewed in Xu et al., 2007) , although apparently these effects are smaller in the cochlear nucleus of mature animals (Wu and Oertel, 1987; Brenowitz and Trussell, 2001) . Relatively small synaptic depression effects are seen in bushy cells (Wang and Manis, 2006) ; in non-bushy cells, depression and facilitation seem to overlap, giving a small net effect (MacLeod et al., 2007) . In addition, there are important differences between in vivo and slice experiments (Hermann et al., 2007) . In vivo, AN fibers are spontaneously active at rates from 0 to ϳ100/s and the majority of them have spontaneous rates above 20/s; they discharge in an irregular fashion that gives an approximately exponential distribution of interspike intervals, in which short intervals are most common but intervals vary widely. This is especially so in real world conditions where there is background sound, so that a fiber is often active at rates above its spontaneous rate. Given the Young et al., 1988) . Some pri neurons are identified only as "prepotential" neurons; these were cases with no PST histogram data, but a noticeable prepotential in the action potential, marking them as pri neurons (Pfeiffer, 1966; Guinan and Li, 1990) . Data from three onset neurons are also plotted. The different line styles and symbol filling are used to differentiate data from different neurons and have no other meaning. time constants usually described for short-term plasticity, most AN synapses should be in a steady state for the processes involved in both facilitation and depression under in vivo conditions (Hermann et al., 2007; P. B. Manis, personal communication) .
Thus short-term synaptic plasticity is not likely to have the large effects in vivo that are seen in intracellular recording experiments in slice. This reasoning may not apply to synapses made by low spontaneous rate fibers for stimuli that fluctuate substantially in amplitude over time scales of tens of ms, like speech in a quiet background. Despite that reservation, our results suggest that shortterm synaptic plasticity in AN-VCN synapses contributes little to synaptic strengths under the stimulus conditions used here.
The operating mode of VCN neurons at high sound levels
The decline in the effectiveness of EPs as sound level increases (Fig. 6) shows that the direct relationship between presynaptic and postsynaptic spikes that is usually postulated for AN-VCN neurons only holds near threshold. This suggests that VCN neurons operate in two different integrating modes, depending on the sound level. At low levels, they behave like the common integrate and fire neuron model in which EPSPs are summed and spikes are produced when the summation crosses a threshold, followed by a resetting of membrane potential to rest (e.g. the model of Arle and Kim, 1991) . In this model, the threshold crossing must occur just after a spike in one of the presynaptic neurons, because that is the only time when the postsynaptic potential increases to cross threshold. Thus EPs should be observed at all sound levels, different from the result in Fig. 6 . The second integrating mode, at high sound levels, consists of the postsynaptic neuron firing in response to the integrated overall input, in an oscillating mode or limit cycle that is determined by the properties of the postsynaptic membrane and not by the pattern of synaptic inputs. This type of response occurs, for example, if the summated membrane potential goes above the spiking threshold and is maintained there by the synaptic inputs, which occurs in chopper neurons during short tone bursts (Smith and Rhode, 1989; Paolini et al., 2005) . A Hodgkin-Huxley style model of chopper neurons behaves in this way and shows a loss of EPs at high discharge rates (Sachs et al., 1993) .
However, such a mode of operation (autonomous oscillation) seems to require a regular discharge from the neuron, in which the variance of the interspike intervals is small. Regular discharge is a defining characteristic of chopper neurons and is observed in responses to short tone bursts, including in the choppers studied here. However, calculations of interspike-interval statistics for our cross-correlation data showed irregular discharges (coefficient of variation near 1.0) in almost all cases, including cases in which the EP disappeared. Such irregular discharges have been reported for chopper neurons responding to vowel stimuli at low and high sound levels (May et al., 1998) suggesting that irregular discharge is the normal encoding mode of chopper neurons for stimuli other than short tones. Thus if the explanation for the loss of the EP at high sound levels is to be an autonomous oscillation, the oscillation has to have a chaotic character, perhaps because of the randomness of the summated suprathreshold synaptic drive. Clearly, the nature of the responses of chopper neurons to suprathreshold stimuli requires further work.
One alternative interpretation of the loss of EPs at high levels is inhibitory inputs timed to precisely overlap with excitatory inputs; if the inhibitory inputs were driven only at high sound levels, then they could conceivably reduce the postsynaptic EPSPs. Inhibitory inputs from D-stellate neurons are a possible candidate (Smith and Rhode, 1989; Ferragamo et al., 1998) . However, inhibitory cross-correlograms were not observed in this data set. Moreover, the discharge rates of the CN neurons usually increased with sound level (as in Figs. 4 and 5) , rather than decreasing as the inhibitory cancellation model seems to require. Thus inhibitory inputs seem to be an unlikely explanation.
A second alternative is that VCN neurons receive numerous small synaptic inputs and small numbers of large ones. In this case, the large synaptic inputs may come to dominate the neuron's responses at high sound levels, which could lead to the results reported here if the recordings are exclusively from the small inputs. While such a synaptic arrangement is likely in bushy cells (e.g. Ryugo and Fekete, 1982; Liberman, 1991) and has been shown to be consistent with some aspects of phase locking in pri neurons (Rothman and Young, 1996; Zhang and Carney, 2005) , there is little evidence for it in multipolar neurons.
It is interesting that EPs are not observed in crosscorrelograms of AN fibers and neurons in DCN (Sydorenko, 1992) , even under conditions where they are observed in VCN. This result may indicate that DCN neurons always operate in one of the postulated high-soundlevel modes. It could also mean that DCN neurons receive weak AN inputs, as suggested from fiber reconstructions (Ryugo and May, 1993) , and are actually driven disynaptically by collaterals of VCN multipolar cells (Evans and Nelson, 1973; Smith and Rhode, 1989) ; EPs would be unobservable in this case, because their effectiveness should be the square of the effectiveness reported here for VCN neurons.
Pri versus chopper responses
The contribution values in Fig. 6B and 6D suggest that each AN fiber contributes less than 10 -20% to the average postsynaptic spike. In chopper neurons, this result is not surprising, in that such neurons have long been considered to integrate activity across a number of AN fibers (e.g. Molnar and Pfeiffer, 1968) . The number of independent AN fiber terminals on a VCN multipolar cell is not known, because the terminals are mainly on dendritic trees. However, by analysis of the distribution of the amplitudes of EPSPs, it has been estimated that such cells receive about five independent AN inputs (Ferragamo et al., 1998) . The results here suggest that more AN inputs would be needed, more like 10 -20; however, it is doubtful that either technique is accurate enough produce a precise estimate of the number of weak synapses, so these estimates should not be considered to be in disagreement.
The results for pri-notch neurons, which correspond to globular bushy cells (Smith and Rhode, 1987) , also correspond reasonably well to what is known about these cells. Estimates of the number of AN synapses on a globular bushy cell vary from ϳ15 to ϳ60 (Liberman, 1991; Ostapoff and Morest, 1991; Spirou et al., 2005) . These numbers correspond to the effectiveness values in Fig. 6 , assuming a range of synaptic strengths among the terminals contacting a cell.
For pri neurons, however, the presence of only weak EPs in our data is surprising. Spherical bushy cells receive terminals from one to four AN fibers as large end bulbs (Osen, 1970a; Ryugo and Sento, 1991; Nicol and Walmsley, 2002) . Pri neurons that receive such synaptic terminals seem to fire action potentials with high probability in response to single AN spikes, based on analysis of complex action potentials in the VCN (i.e. prepotentials; Pfeiffer, 1966; Kopp-Scheinpflug et al., 2002) . Clearly such AN-VCN pairs were not included in our data, because they would have shown contribution values of 0.25 or more. The largest end bulbs are seen for lower BFs (Ͻ4 kHz in cat, Rouiller et al., 1986 ), which we avoided in our recordings. Nevertheless, end bulbs are seen at all BFs, as are prepotentials, so it is unlikely that BF choice explains the lack of end bulb-like recordings. More likely, the explanation is simply that the probability of recording such a pair is very small. About half the EPs in Fig. 6D are from neurons that are likely to be spherical bushy cells, based on their PST histograms and other properties, and those EPs have small amplitudes, comparable to choppers. These small inputs to pri neurons may reflect the presence of small non-end bulb synapses on spherical bushy cells. Such small synapses have been described in electron-microscopic studies (Ryugo and Sento, 1991) , but no potential physiological correlate has been described previously.
Final comments
The most unexpected finding in this paper is the loss of EPs at sound levels only 20 dB into the dynamic range of the auditory system. This demonstrates clearly the importance of the properties of the postsynaptic membrane in cochlear nucleus neurons. For bushy cells, the fast membrane time constants are well understood and appreciated (e.g. McGinley and Oertel, 2006) . However, for choppers the present results raise the question of what determines the postsynaptic response characteristics for stimuli at high enough levels to drive the system out of its 1:1 spiking mode with AN fibers. Perhaps this question will provide a way to further explore the large set of potassium channels observed in VCN neurons (Rothman and Manis, 2003; Cao et al., 2007) , which otherwise seems to be more than is required for current concepts of synaptic integration in those neurons.
